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Spacex makes War-communication-Blunder that triggers war in Holland & ICC-UN-lobby
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FIOD, ICC President, Dictator MarkRutte, Presidents & Embassadeurs, UNPD &
UNcareer, Nato,

Spacex, ElonMusk,
You did not respond to the 22july2018 ICC-UN letter. You are playing games with me on social
media and in the atmosphere. The ICC-UN-letter of 24sept2018 will be on your Spacex-office
desk tomorrow, signatured.
Spacex President GwynneShotwell has made a War-communication-Blunder at an
Airforce Symposium on 17sept2018… and this blunder is published online:
https://www.space.com/41868-spacex-gwynne-shotwell-answers-weapons-question.html
GwynneShotwell has fallen into a Media-trap. When a War-question was asked she didn’t
respons legally correct, which results in the image that she is a Loner-Space-Wolfe.
1. Spacex or not, mrs Shotwell may not state:’I think we would launch weapons for the
Defence of the USA’. Spacex = commercial business, not a government-organisation.

2. Spacex is legally obliged to implement the UnitedNations charter + Torture treaty +

Hurmanright treaties + International Court of Justice + International Criminal Court.
Despite the fact that I have proven to you that ICC & UNSG AntonioGuterres are 100%
corrupt and that the Netherlands is a rapidly growing Dictatorship.

3. Spacex is legally obliged to implement every available legal procedure – internationally

– before turning to the use of weapons. Spacex must own a written consent signatured
by each individual Spacex-employee, which declares that this specific employee wants
to work for Spacex when they launch weapons into Space for USA-war-makery.

4. Spacex must refine in its compagny policy:‘How it will operate when a UN-memberstate
hires the services of Spacex for the launch of weapons into Space’…And ‘how to avoid a
war-situation in UN-memberstates with the aim to keep Space war-free’.
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I have put into power by decree via UNSG guterres, the anti-Fire-treaty… for the
savekeep of Justice & Peace in every Business-contract. https://www.mequhi.com

5. When the USA Whitehouse President – or any other President of an UN-memberstate –

proves to be a Dictator, Spacex is first obliged to remove this Dictator with legal
procedures, before launching weapons into Space… in the name of this Dictator and the
USA.
The use of weapons in warzone can only take place when the UnitedNations SecretaryGeneral is a sound person. If the UNSG proves to be a Dictator, Spacex is obliged to
replace this warcriminal with legal procedures. Weapons can only be put into action
after the InternationalCourt of Justice + InternationalCriminalCourt procedures have
been completed. The legal fact that all UN-memberstates ignore their legal obligations,
does not set Spacex free to operate like a warcriminal, in its own merits and on its own
initiative. On the contrairy! Spacex will get the blame for everything that goes wrong
in Space, so the Political -warcriminnals stay above the law.

6. Spacex is a commercial business. Good! This results in the oppertunity for Spacex to

start lawcases together with other compagnies on the territory of an UN-memberstate –
against their President & UNSG- when these persons ignore legal obligations; at the
National Courtsystem of that UN-nation. Peace & Justice = EQ-communication-skill.

7. Conclusion: GwynneShotwell should have explained at the Airforce symposium:

‘Before we launch weapons into Space… Spacex will complete all available Courtprocedures with the aim to anticipate on the outbreak of war … And we will do
everything possible to clean up Political labourcontracts when these are in hands of
leaders who ignore the UNcharter + Torture-treaty + Humanright treaties.
Internationally. This will result in Justice & Peace’.

ElonMusk,
As InterimMinisterPresident for the Netherlands and USA + remover criminal UNSG
from his labourcontract… I give you the command to operate legally correct, so
Spacex will be the commercial business that stops wars.
If you refuse to do so, I will start an InternationalCriminal Court lawcase against your and put
you in prison for not conduction UN-legislation + building Dictatorship NL and
DictatorshipUSA, in co-op with USA President DonaldTrump + UNSG AntonioGuterres + NL
King Willem-Alexander + NL President MarkRutte + more persons & organisations.
( I Love your Stamcells – and the Two of Us own a magnificent Future together for the
production of MEQuHI – therefore, I sincerely hope you will not make me put you in prison.
Don’t think: She’s from Homeplanet and we are composed by the same Design-team in Space.
She will not really put me in prison; she Love me. Au. I will put you in prison!)
The fact that USA Whitehouse President DonaldTrump screams: ‘USA does not recognize ICC’
= 100% irrelevant. USA owns the legal obligation to make sure that ICC operates like a fair
courtsystem, anchored in all UN-legislation. In case of refusal, President Trump is an official
War-criminal. Besides, the new FBI director Wray and USA PeterHoekstra in NL, still have to
prove that they do not torture- murder Individuals inside the ICC-UN-lobby… in favour of
Dictator DonaldTrump.
Spacex owns the legal obligation to remove this FAKE USA President from his labourcontract
and replace him with a sound working new Whitehouse President.
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Which is a simple job, when you start from the UNcharter + Torture-treaty + ICClawcaseNL
courtcase file. I already started an ICClawcaseNL against Trump for misusing ICC as cover for
his private corruption & killings, in co-op with DictatorshipNL. I have officially called for new
elections for the Whitehouse President with UNSG AntonioGuterres; the USA-people can have a
new President within 3 months time.

Hiber Global,
Hiber
with:
1.
2.
3.

needs to demand a copy of the InternationalCriminalCourt-lawcase against NL
ICC & King WA + President MarkRutte
UNSG AntonioGuterres, Portugal Embassy in NL.
Full ICC-courtcase file is available on www.desireestokkel-nl.net

Hiber needs to become more ‘Down-to-Earth’ = accept the 100% corruption between
Monarchy – Judiciary / Supremecourt – Parliament – Police & Defence top – Barassociation –
KNAW – more.
Foreign UN-memberstates misuse this type corruption..., that resulted in the
first ICClawcaseNL… for blackmail of the NL-economy + Freedom to Murder the Dutch…
Hiber-employees can easily be attacked or killed on Earth; Hiber satellites can easily
be sacrificed for attacks on Holland…by foreign UN-memberstates … with the aim to
paralize the Ministry of Common Afairs or any other Ministry + Judiciary + more…
We both know ‘that refreshing a LOG-In-code on a Website is not going to protect the
people against ICT falling still or bursting into flames on Earth, caused by the
demolition of a Satellite in Space’. Dictator Markrutte wants us to believe that its just a
matter of ‘cybersecurity on Earth’, conveniently ignoring ICC-UN-Space-corruption.
For protection fo the people, the Space-war must be stopped.
For this purpose is needed:
The clean up of corruption at the Judiciary + Barassociation + Knaw lobby +
Parliament + Monarchy + all Organisations against whom an ICClawcaseNL is started.
The clean up of the UN-ICC-lobby.
Hiber needs to accept that Holland is an official Dictatorship per 2june2014, because King WA
has proven to me – and all the Dutch Civilians – that he refuses to conduct the Constitution
Kingdom the Netherlands, while he is the only Rulers who signatures all NL-legislation.
He refuses to clean up the 100% corruption taking place in the Dutch Courts of Law… and
refuses to guarantee the Dutch access to the Constitution & Court.
Hiber needs to accept that Holland is an official Republic per 18nov2016 – with a new
Constitution RepublicNL and more new RepublicNL laws – put into power by decree through
UNSG AntonioGuterres. This legal framework is valid and is put into action by me, because
UNSG AntonioGuterres only uses NL + ICC as a tool for handling his private corruption &
freedom to murder. He misuses my correspondence to him, for his private criminel needs.
In the ICC-UN-Embassy-lobby I am the NL President, per 18nov2016.
When Hiber is clever… HiberGlobal forwards this letter to Dictator Markrutte and demands that
I – IPM DésiréeElisabethStokkel – recieves the labourcontract InterimPrimeMinister NL per
18nov2016 + calls for New Elections for the Elected Prime Minister in Holland.
The NL people need this New Legal Framework for self-defence in the ICC-UN-lobby against …
warcrimes on their human body and in their 1-Persons-toko.
The NL people don’t understand ‘how weak their personal legal position is, internationally, at
the moment’; the Dutch are being laughed at by foreign UN-Presidents & Embassadors.
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Space-war: Hiber is already a player / victim in a Space-war.
UN-memberstates attack eachothers Satellites in Space, with the aim to paralize the economy
of the enemy-UN-memberstate. These Satellites attacks cause ICT to fall still on Earth or ICT
will burst into flames. In Holland, our ICT-hardware national security is ‘allmost out of our
controle’. Bad…, bad…, bad….
When ICT on Earth – owned be one UN-memberstate or a commercial business in that UNmembersate is being demolished by another UN-memberstate – the only way to stop this is to
put in a Damage-claim; with the UN-memberstate that caused the demolition of the Satellite in
Space. Only parties to a conflict that operate legally correct themselves – starting from the
UNcharter – Torture-treaty – Humanright treaties – National Constitution – National law , if its
anchored in all UN legislation… can put in a claim and win a lawcase.
There is an extra complicating factor in DictatorshipNL.
The Dutch ElectoralCouncil supports criminal Political Parties and its members.
When the ElectoralCouncil is a participant in the building-proces of a Dictatorship, a criminal
UN-memberstate of a commercial business in that UN-memberstate , is not obliged to pay for
Damage caused by them in Space. They own the right to exercize the Torture-treaty too!
I started an ICClawcaseNL against the Dutch ElectoralCouncil, but this is not enough.
Holland needs the IPM labourcontract for DésiréeElisabethStokkel + new Elections for Elected
PrimeMinister RepublicNL + the RESET of the Electoralcouncil in RepublicNL.
For this RESET, I – IPM – only need to tell the corruption-truth about the ElectoralCouncil to
the people on Earth …. and signature for a new ElectoralCouncil anchored in RepublicNL,
through an UN-letter, via corrupt UNSG Guterres. After this move on my behalf, the
RepublicNL can Elect its People. And Dictatorship Kingdom the Netherlands = history.
What next, HiberGlobal?
Do as I do. Write a respons-letter to this letter of me. Addressed to multiple parties, involved
in this Anti-war-movement for the RESET of State of Law the Netherlands & USA.
1. Put in all the claims, I instruct you to use.
2. Work with a strict Time-limit = 6 weeks.
You write your answer to this letter on 27sept2018 to DictatorMarkrutte – ICC – UNSG.
6 Weeks later – on 31october2018 – Holland must have an to the public known IPM
DésiréeElisabethStokkel + New Election-date for the Elected President RepublicNL.
I will signature the ElectoralCouncil into purity….
3. What if you work legally correct, but the DictatorshipNL stays alive?
You write a 2nd letter in which you announce:
◦ HiberGlobal will put in a Damage-claim with DictatorMarkrutte & co… when King WA
& Markrutte refuse to RESET the State of Law the Netherlands, with new Elections
for the People.
◦ Monday 24december2018, you will put in your official Anti-DNL- Damage-claim.
Spacex – ElonMusk – can only join you in this claim, when he first responds to the
22july2018 & 24sept2018 letters I sent him.
Can you all stop being childish? I am losing my energy & talent on this rotting Planet Earth.
Want to be Home somewhere on Earth, while I am suppose to complete my Homeplanet
Assignment. Stop being lazy & evil.
Met Vriendelijke groet,
DésiréeElisabethStokkel
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